Certain documents or portions of documents related to this training may be exempt from disclosure under the California Public Records Act on one or more of the following grounds:

a. They are records dealing with security and safety procedures that are exempt pursuant to Government Code Section 6254(f). *(Northern California Police Practices Project v. Craig (1979) 90 Cal.App.3d 116, 121-122.)*;

b. They are materials for which the City of San Rafael does not hold the copyright or have permission to publish.

Where exempt material can be reasonably segregated from nonexempt material in these records, the exempt material has been redacted and the nonexempt material is shown. Where it is not reasonably possible to segregate out the exempt material, the Department is withholding the entire document from disclosure.
SAN RAFAEL POLICE DEPARTMENT
TRAINING UNIT

SRT TRAINING

LESSON PLAN

0800  LECTURE on the 37mm RIFLE and PROJECTILES
       San Rafael Police Department

0900  SAN QUENTIN RANGE 3

PRACTICE WITH LESS THEN LETHAL ROUNDS
       Handout package attached.

HANDGUN COURSE
   Practice Close Quarter Firing, 832 PC Course
   Handgun Combat Course
   Approx. 300 rounds per officer

1200  LUNCH

1300  TRAINING VIDEO and DISCUSSION

1500  PHYSICAL CHALLENGE

1700  END OF TRAINING
Memorandum

To: ALL SRT MEMBERS

CC: LT. JOHNSON AND CPT. CRONIN

From: CPL. GUIDI

Date: 11/19/97

Re: NOVEMBER TRAINING

As per Lt. Johnson's memo, we have changed the date of our training to this Saturday. The training will start at 0800 hours, and will conclude at approximately 1800 hours. The dress for the day will be our SRT black BDU'S, (including your SRT Tee-shirts). You will only need to bring your handgun, not your rifles. We will be wearing our full SRT uniform and related equipment. Also bring running clothes. We will be shooting outdoors at San Quentin Range, and it might rain, so make sure you have your raingear.

The schedule will go as follows:

0800-0900: Meet in investigations for lecture on 37MM.
0900-1200: Handgun course at S.Q. Range.
1200-1300: Lunch.
1300-1500: Meet back at P.D, view Navy Seals videotapes.
1500-1800: Team physical challenge.
SAN RAFAEL POLICE DEPARTMENT
TRAINING UNIT

AVAILABLE 37 MM AMMUNITION

SGT. VEHICLE

BLACK BAG
6 NO 20F FOAM RUBBER MULTIPLE ROUNDS
6 NO 28B STINGER ROUNDS
3 NO 21 WHITE SMOKE / BLAST DISPERSION

SRT LOCKER

BLACK BAG # 1
14 20F FOAM RUBBER MULTIPLE ROUNDS
7 28B STINGER ROUNDS

BLACK BAG # 2
6 NO 21 CS BLAST DISPERSION
6 NO 19 CS MULTIPLE PROJECTILE ROUND
3 NO 14 CS BARRICADE PROJECTILE ROUND
6 NO 21 S WHITE SMOKE / BLAST DISPERSION

ADDITIONAL
8 NO 15 HAND HELD STINGER GERNADES
9 NO 25 FLASH BANGS 9 THROW UNITS READY
PLUS 1 ½ CASES
16 NO 2 CS HC HAND HELD CONTINUOUS SMOKE
DISCHARGE